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Chapter 707
After returning home, Shen Qingshu thought over the day's events and made sure that there was nothing wrong with
Chen Minggang, he took a bath and watched the TV for fun.
Shen Wennian, who had just returned home, walked into the living room and saw his son so relaxed, so he asked,
somewhat puzzled, "What. After the Lin family's failure, you've started to be lazy?"
Shen Qing Shu lay on the sofa and glanced sideways at his father, smiled and said, "Are you trying to tell me that I've
become discouraged?"

Shen Wennian smiled and walked over to the sofa to sit down, then watched the TV news showing the Xichunju project.
He could not help but say, "If you are discouraged. What are you going to do about the Lin family?"
"Haven't thought about it. That grand lady from Tianzhu Villa has made a move, I really don't dare to move for a short
time, but that thug looks like he has some ideas."

After saying this Shen Qingshu then told Shen Wennian what had happened this afternoon, at the end of which he
ridiculed Lin Dong twice in passing, thinking that such a person was not worthy of being a gentry's son at all.
Shen Wennian also shook his head a little afterwards and sighed, "Lin Dong's father Lin Nan is actually not bad, this
person was considered an old fox back then, but not as good as that little girl Lin Yan's father."

Shen Qingshu had never met anyone more outstanding than himself since he was born, at this moment after hearing his
dad's words he snorted twice and did not say anything, but already had some disapproval in his heart.
Shen Wennian only smiled at Shen Qingshu's attitude and did not take it to heart.
After all, his own son was the future successor of the Shen family. It was a good thing for him to have a certain amount
of pride.
However, when he thought of Chen Minggang, Shen Wennian frowned and said, "You should be more careful with that
Chen Minggang, his methods are a bit unscrupulous, so be careful of being involved."

Shen Qingshu nodded and agreed in a flat tone. For Chen Minggang, he would not get too close to him even without his
father's orders.
He could tell from the first time he met him that there was indeed something wrong with this man's heart, he did not look
like a proper and disciplined person.
At this moment, after hearing his old man's words, he was even more verified with his judgment.

With a slight sigh, Shen Qing Shu suddenly found a question and spoke in confusion, "But why did Chen Minggang let
me meet with that punk Lin Dong. What kind of reasoning is that?"

Thinking about this he looked at his boss with some surprise, because there was something not quite right about this
matter.
Chen Minggang could have made contact with Lin Dong himself and then provoked him to do those things, so why
should he let himself get to know Lin Dong?
Shen Wennian pondered for a moment and then shook his head slightly, he was also a bit confused as to what Chen
Minggang was thinking inside.
Neither of the two foxes in the Shen family could see through the trap that Chen Minggang had laid, and because of this,
when Shen Qingshu suffered later, he did not even think that it was Chen Minggang's handiwork.
At this moment, Chen Minggang was sitting quietly in his luxurious office, crossing his legs and smoking while
listening to the phone call from Rat.
"Young Chen. I've already hooked up with that Lin Dong, but I'm here to ask a question. Are you sure you're brothers
with this guy?"

Chen Minggang listened to the phone and looked at the statement in his hand and nodded slightly before speaking slowly,
"What, I know he's not as handsome as me, you don't need to say that."
The boss was good at everything else. It was this character that was sometimes bland and sometimes stirring.
He coughed lightly and roared, then he reported his contact with Lin Dong during this period of time, listening to Rat's
report.
Chen Minggang pondered for a moment before speaking, "Just try to pull some strings with this Lin Shao during this
period of time, and then you have to stand out at critical moments."

As he said this, Chen Minggang explained his plan to Rat and instructed him to cooperate with him.
It was not the first time that Rat followed Chen Minggang's work. After just a few words, he understood what he had to
do.
But when he thought of Chen Minggang's methods, Rat felt a bit shocked inside.
It seems that if his boss is black-hearted, everyone is just a pawn in his eyes.
Thinking of this, Rats sighed helplessly, then hung up the phone and continued to follow the plan given by Chen
Minggang.

Looking at the map on the table, he remembered what Lin Dong had told him the other day, so he took out a bull's-horn
sharp knife after a moment's contemplation.
He then placed it on top of the map and gently scratched it, as long as he could succeed this time the Lin family and the
Shen family were just his own dish.
Seeing that the plan was already underway, Chen Minggang's heart felt incomparably happy. It was the poor country
bumpkins who couldn't manage anything.
They could only watch as Lin Yan fell and then the ripples would affect them.
Lin Dong felt as if everything was going like a good thing all this time. It wasn't his illusion.
Shen Qing Shu would put a few contracts over from time to time in order to settle a piece of Lin Dong's heart. And then
help Lin Dong boost his performance a bit
Just because of this, after learning that Lin Dong could even talk to people about business. Lin Yan was happy for Lin
Dong from the bottom of her heart.
In her heart, she wondered if Lin Dong had finally become enlightened and knew that he had to manage the Lin Group's
business properly.
However, after Lin Yan took a closer look at the contracts and investigated the company behind him, Lin Yan noticed that
something was not right.
It made no sense for Shen Qing Shu to help Lin Dong, and even if he wanted to make up for it in our vegetable garden!
Originally just intended to stand out to put things to rest Shen Qingshu heard this request after seeing Lin Yan turned
around and left without saying a word.
But all these things were overheard by the ears Chen Minggang had arranged around Lin Dong, and seeing that things
were almost underway.
Chen Minggang urged Rat to see when he was free to talk to Lin Dong, so that the other party could put the conflict on
Lin Yan's shoulders.
After getting this news Rat was planning to stir up Lin Dong's resentment towards Lin Yan, but to his surprise, before he
could even get started, these two got into a fight!
"I told you, the one who blocked our Xichunju project last time was this Shen Qingshu, why do you still want to hang out
with him?!"

"Who do you care who I hang out with? You're the general manager, so you're the boss, you're not used to seeing me get
a deal, are you?"

Lin Yan looked at the angry Lin Dong incredulously: "You mean I'm jealous of the contracts you've negotiated?"
Lin Dong stood in front of Lin Yan in a stern and angry voice: "Yes! I'll assume you're eyeing my list, no?!"
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Lin Yan, who was extremely angry, laughed coldly at his shocked expression before slamming the door and leaving.
Lin Dong stood in the office looking at Lin Yan's back, and after seeing her leave, he deliberately spoke loudly,
"Someone still thinks he's so great, but what's the result!"
Although Lin Yan, who had walked out of the office, heard these words. But right now was not the time to settle scores
with Lin Dong.
Shen Qing Shu must have had his own agenda for doing this, and Lin Yan definitely did not believe that he was doing this
with any good intentions.
After returning to her office, Lin Yan took two deep breaths and forced herself to calm down, carefully contemplating
what had happened earlier.
Lin Dong, on the other hand, was sitting on the sofa breathing heavily. The pressure Lin Yan brought to him was getting
bigger and bigger, if he didn't find a way to get rid of Lin Yan.
Not to mention inheriting the Lin Group. If he didn't find a way to get rid of Lin Yan, it would be a problem if he could
even stand up straight in the company!
Originally, he had already told his father about this matter last time, but the people Lin Nan had sent happened to meet Lin
Yan and Jiang Hao together.
The seven or eight men were dispatched by Jiang Hao before they could make a move. This time, he thought long and
hard before taking out the phone and calling a gangster he had recently met.
That bastard was Rat who Chen Ming had just sent to contact Lin Dong on purpose, and Rat was delighted when he
received Lin Dong's call.
He then asked Lin Dong to meet him in a teahouse. After a long silence, Rat gave Chen Minggang another notice.
Chen Minggang smiled at the news and sat in his office waiting for news from Rats, knowing that Lin Dong was now
ambitious.
Time passed slowly and Lin Dong, who had hurriedly arrived at the teahouse, sat down and looked angrily at Rat, "I heard
that you are very capable of doing things?"

Rat was dressed in a Zhongshan suit. He looked quite competent.

After hearing Lin Dong's words, he only smiled lightly and shook his head, "Everyone can do things, but it depends on
what they are, don't you think so, Lin."

Lin Dong nodded at these words, then he took out a photo from his body and put it on the table and said, "Do you know
this man?"

"Of course, the Miss Lin Yan Lin who is famous throughout our Northern Province, how could you not know her."
"I believe you should know the situation around me now, this woman is now pressing me hard, if I don't do something
about it I will really never have a chance to get ahead!"

Rat smiled and reached out to pour tea for Lin Dong while pretending to speak casually, "Then what does young Lin want
me to do?"

"Kidnap her for me. After that, listen to my message before releasing the person, I will make good use of this time to get
to the top."
Rat had just heard that he was going to kidnap Lin Yan, and the movements of his hands could not help but be scared to
a halt.
Only when he heard Lin Dong's words later that he was not trying to harm Lin Yan's life, did he then put his heart down.
He knew that although Lin Yan's position in the Lin family was somewhat awkward, she was still a member of the Lin
family no matter what.
If something really happened, if the Lin family pursued the matter to the end, not to mention him, even Chen Minggang
couldn't afford to take the blame.
"Young Lin is asking me to take a risk. Your master is not a person to be messed with, if I do this. The consequences are
unpredictable."
Although Chen Ming had just given himself a sum of money to do Lin Dong's bidding, this matter was just a little too
big.
Lin Dong smiled and looked at Rat and nodded, then he took out a bank card from his body and handed it over and spoke,
"You don't need to bother with the account. There's five million in it."
Looking at the card on the table, Rat spoke with some difficulty after a long period of silence, "It's an honour for me to
be able to help Young Lin."

After saying this, Rat put the bank card away, then pondered for a moment and asked, "When does Lin intend to do it?"
Seeing that Rat had agreed to this matter. Lin Dong's heart slightly relaxed for a moment, but he was also a little nervous.
"For the time being, wait for my news, I will tell you when I have the chance, and you can make your move then."

After saying this, Lin Dong got up and intended to leave, only just before he reached the door of the box he seemed to
have suddenly remembered something.
He then turned his head to look at Rat and said, "No matter what, she is my sister, I just need you to keep her under house
arrest for some time, but if you put your hands on her. Don't blame me as a brother for not being righteous."

Rat laughed lightly and picked up his cup of tea and said, "Don't worry about that, my men are all very disciplined.
They'll do what they have to do."

After saying goodbye to this matter, Rat watched Lin Dong leave.
After waiting to confirm that he had gone far away. He hurriedly took out his mobile phone and called Chen Minggang.
"Young Chen, we didn't say we were going to do this kind of thing at the beginning!"
Chen Minggang, who was listening to music in his office, laughed lightly when he heard Rat's words and said, "What are
you afraid of. There's still a Lin Dong in front of us."

"That's true, but who knows if Lin Dong will sell me out, this is not a good thing!"
Chen Minggang snorted, looking at the phone with a hint of disdain flashing in his eyes.
"Don't think I don't know all those things you rat did, if you really say it's not easy to do, then you have a lot of things
that are not easy to do."

"Are you threatening me, Young Chen?"
Hearing Chen Minggang's words, Rat's heart tightened.
Indeed he had done a bit too much of those unclean things, and if Chen Minggang had something in his hand, I'm afraid
he wouldn't be able to go around outside for the rest of his life.
"It's not really a threat, after all, you and I are still considered friends, right?"
After a long silence on the other end of the phone, Rat spoke with some difficulty, "Okay, I'll agree to this, but if anything
happens, you'll have to cover it!"

Chen Minggang naturally agreed to this request with a full mouth.
Only after hanging up the phone did he look at the phone with some contempt and said, "What do you think you are, that
you can make me cover for you?"

After saying this he tossed the phone to the side, thinking that everything was going as he envisioned, a touch of
smugness naturally surfaced in his heart.

In his hand, he had the recording of Lin Dong's conversation with Shen Qingshu, which contained Shen Qingshu's words
of support for Lin Dong's ascension.
And under his hand was the recording between Rat and Lin Dong, that in turn had evidence that Lin Dong had instructed
Rat to have Lin Yan kidnapped.
As long as he had these two things in his hands, he did not believe that anyone could still associate this matter to himself!
Thinking of this, Chen Minggang couldn't help but laugh out loud with glee, the Lin family was going to be defeated in
his hands after all.
After bringing down the Lin family, the Xue family would be next!
One day, there would only be one family left in the Northern Province, and that was his Chen family! His Chen family!

